
 
AGENDA/MEETING MINUTES 

TRiO/Developmental Cluster Meeting 

October22, 2008 

1:45p.m. – 3:15p.m. 

Room HT315 

 

ITEM 1. Important TRiO Matters 

 

Discussion: Before getting to official meeting matters, Lee Rodriguez addressed important matters 

commonly faced by each TRiO entity.  They are as follows: 

 

 Social Security Number on Documentation 

 First Generation Qualifiers 

 Limited Printed PBCC Materials 

 

Action: Although it is not necessary for social security numbers to be made available for many 

organizations, and many avoid the use of it, being an organization governed by grant rules, 

it is sometimes necessary for TRiO to require social security numbers.  In so doing, as 

TRiO, it is necessary to adhere to the rule of keeping all such documentation in a locked 

area at all times.  It is also necessary to provide a declaimer on all documentation 

requesting such information be provided.  This disclaimer should explain that this 

information will not be given to any other and is kept secure at all times. 

 

 It is important to be very clear on what qualifies participating student as first generation.  

First generation is any student who is potentially the first to attend college in the U.S. in 

his or her family.  Again, even if his or her parent has a degree from another country, he or 

she qualifies, due to the fact that the degree was not obtained in the U.S.  And, if the 

degree obtain, even in the U.S. is anything other than a four year degree, that participant is 

still considered first generation. 

 

 The issue of reducing waste by limiting the use of paper has been stressed among the 

PBCC community, and understandable so.  We were asked our opinion on the subject.  We 

all came to a general consensus.  We would like to play a role in preserving our 

environment.  However, seeing that we serve a particular demographic, we would also 

require a balance in this effort.  We would like the PBCC community to continue its efforts 

to promote electronic communication, but in so doing, not neglect those who are without 

accessibility.  We feel the need for a limited amount of paper communications for those 

without computer access, those unable to utilize computer access due to disabilities, and 

others facing deterrents which enable them to utilize such tools. 

 

ITEM 2. TRiO Best Practices Discussion 

 

Discussion: When addressing the Student Matters Initiatives, we were asked to discuss what we feel 

are the best practices within the TRiO organization that best service our students.  The top 

three practices strongly agreed upon are as follows: 

 



1. Personalized Customer Service 

 Telephone Accessibility 

 Open Office Visitation Policies 

 Routine School Sight Visitation 

2. Scholarship Initiatives 

 Used for Student Performance Incentive 

 Meets Student Financial Needs 

3. Student Assistance & Guidance Services 

 College Prep Services 

 Continual Collegiate Guidance Services  

 

 

Action: It was agreed that due to the demographic makeup of our students, it is imperative to have 

person to person accessibility for those not familiar with automated or electronic services.  

Many of our students are first generation, low income student.  Some have neither the tools 

nor resources to guide them to college readiness.  Our people skills provide step by step 

and hands on assistance to guide them to college readiness and success.  It is our job as a 

TRiO fellowship to assist our potential college student in every aspect of their studies by 

providing the personal assistance needed in an effort to lift them above their current 

circumstances with the service we provide.  Our service is user friendly and adds retention 

value. 

 

 

ITEM 3. Review of Bump & Roadblock Issues 

 

Discussion: The TRiO Cluster was asked to review a list of Bump Issue (those we can deal with 

quickly and fix) and Roadblock Issues (those that need some more time to develop and 

implement plan).  The follow were common among attendants: 

 

Bump Issues 

 Include advisor access to appropriate screens and over-ride authority 

 Faculty in prep classes need to alert students who are failing that failing prep will 

drop their classes if pre-registered 

 Identify issues needing to be included 

 Consequences of waiting 

 Critical to have Financial Aid info correct 

 Expand information about common errors 

 „locked out‟ issues 

 Make “how to apply” more available 

 Access to transfer student materials (scan?) 

 For DFNP, give good info about how to re-register 

 FASTER should include SAT/ACT scores 

 Pay test fees online 

 Clarify race/ethnicity issues on application 

 

As you can see, the TRiO program deals with students from Middle School grade levels to adults 

continuing their education.  The various programs found many Bump Issues that they felt could be 

address to better the process within the organization immediately.   

 

 



Roadblock Issues 

 Caution regarding FERPA 

 Look at caseloads and staffing 

 Dual enrollment issues 

 Could Faculty be brought in to teach orientation 

 In-person vs. on-line….what needs to be faced to face 

 Include more info in HS and recruitment materials 

 Need data that shows application date and goals (one class, degree, seeking, etc.) 

 Concern when transfer students want advisors to review and advise, but transcripts 

not evaluated yet 

 Philosophy 

 Consistency 

 Evaluate what needs to be included (ling to FYE) 

 Transfer students need specific attention 

 

Again, the list of thing to be improved over time generated in the meeting is just as extensive.  

However, TRiO feels these issues can be resolved with some effort and communication among the 

various departments. 

 

 

Action: The discussion was thought to be very instrumental and information for seasoned staff 

members and new hires, as well. 

 

ITEM 4. Adjournment to Next Meeting 

 

 

Action: The TRiO Cluster adjourned to attend the All Student Services Meeting facilitated by Dr. 

Patti Anderson at 3:15p.m. in Ht103. 
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